
Sennheiser PXC450 

This is an expensive headphone, selling in the UK for around £260. Whether you’d want to spend       

this type of money on a headphone like this is another matter, but it is designed to fulfil a purpose. I 

have tried cheaper alternatives and they do work, but imo, this one is 

possibly one of the better ones. 

So what’s special about these headphones? Simple – it uses a 

technology called ‘noiseguard’ to take out external noise 

electronically rather than rely just on the seal around your ears. The 

advantage of this is that the noise rejection is indeed a lot higher 

than most closed headphones. That’s its biggest advantage although 

because of its design, there are also some disadvantages if you’re a 

real audiophile type of person. 

Build is OK. They seem quite solid, although I’m not overly keen on the braces 

that connect to the cups. They look like a weak point to me. However, I’ve 

had mine for a few years now and it’s never played up. The cups have lovely 

soft pleather pads. They are really cushion like, but the depth of the cups is 

only JUST deep enough for my ears. Inside the cups are reflectors, which 

stand out quite a way so your ears have to go right back in the cups so they 

don’t touch these reflectors. It’s probably due to these reflectors that the 

imaging really isn’t too bad for a closed headphone and I don’t get cup colourations anything like I 

do on other closed headphones. 

The ‘noiseguard’ can be switched on or off, which actually is very useful. What happens with this 

system is that there is a microphone built in on the cups that picks 

up external noise and sends an ‘opposite’ signal into the 

headphone cups, so the noise is actually cancelled out. It works 

very well, as long as you keep still. This mostly affects lower 

external sounds (like the rumbling of an aeroplane). High pitched 

sounds aren’t attenuated as much but taking out the bass from 

external sounds really does mean that you are able to turn the 

headphone down and not have to have them loud to drown 

everything else out. Much better for the ears. 

The downside of ‘noiseguard’ is the hiss that it introduces into the 

cups. Having said this, they all do this and I have found that cheaper alternatives tend to introduce 

more hiss than this one. However, if you use it in noisy situations, then you don’t really notice the 

added noise. I don’t. The other disadvantage of ‘noiseguard’ is the ‘pumping’ effect that you get if 

you are eating. Because the headphone is moving on your head slightly, the ‘noiseguard’ kind of 

pumps, so if you want to use it on a plane and eat a sandwich, it can be a bit annoying. However, the 

plane’s engine is probably worse. 

‘Noiseguard’ works so well that I sometimes detach the cord (it comes off) and I actually use the 

headphone to block nasty external sounds out. For instance, if you are boarding a plane or 



helicopter, it is actually good enough to take the guts out of the sound so you can watch others 

cringing while you smile with your lovely headphone on. It works. I have a young child who doesn’t 

like the roar of a plane as it takes off – ‘noiseguard’ to the rescue!! A happy child. 

So having established that the isolation is really good with some minor problems, the sound ..... 

It isn’t at all bad. It has two modes though and the sound changes with each mode. With 

‘noiseguard’ on, the impedance is 750 ohms. Yes, very high. Funnily enough, they’re still quite 

sensitive but at that impedance, it needs some voltage really to make them sing!! Sound is a little 

thinner than with ‘noiseguard’ off when the impedance drops to a more comfortable 150 ohms. 

Now the headphone works as any other closed headphone, so bass sounds come through a little 

louder so you might need to turn it up, but you do get a fatter headphone sound as well. 

I’m not sure if this is true but rumour has it that this headphone has the same driver as the HD5XX 

series but with the different cups, it has a different sound sig. I quite like it as a closed headphone; 

less so with the ‘noiseguard’ but then in really difficult situations, the electronics do make it 

listenable. 

The whole thing packs into a neat little carry case and the headphone fold so it is very portable. 

It’s designed for a purpose and imo it does the job well. Sound is 

ok; not absolute hi fi type sound but then again, why would you 

want hi fi in a headphone designed to work in a noisy environment 

in a portable situation? 

Worth the money? For me, yes. Perhaps for others though, a 

cheaper alternative might suit. Others tend to hiss a bit more, but 

you wouldn’t hear it in noise. 

I would suggest the Sennheiser PXC 250 at around £90 or the 
bargain  .... 

Goldring NS1000 at around £60. (Hisses more but it’s good) 
 
PXC 450 specs: 
 
Weight w/o cable: 240g 

Frequency response (headphones): 8 - 28.000 Hz 

Attenuation (passive): up to 32dB 

NoiseGard™ noise compensation: up to 23dB (NG 2.0) 

Impedance: 150/750 ohms 

THD, total harmonic distortion: < 0,1% 

Sound pressure level (SPL): 108 dB SPL 

Battery Specification: one AAA battery 

Operating time: >21h 

Cable length: 1,4 m single-sided, replaceable 

Connector: 3,5mm right-angled 


